
Contact: First Name

+

+

+

+

If/then branch:
The contact property Lead staatus is equal to in 

progess

i

Rotate leads between 2 owners

i

Delay the next action for 6 hours
0 contacts

Enrollment triggers:
The contact property Last contacted is unknown 

AND
The contact property Lead status is unknown

AND

See all 4 criteria

Set a contact property Lead status to New

Actions1. Email

Task title: Send follow-up email

Template: Add email template

Continue without completeing task

Actions2. Automated email

Send email in 

Subject: How’s your calendar look?

Hey

business day

Template: Reschedule Meeting Attempt (Email #2)

1

+

YESNO
Sequences are “1-to-1” emails that help teams move through their 
touches quickly without sacrificing personalization.

Workflow emails help you send "1-to-many" emails and warm 
up cold leads. Since they’re blasted to a wide audience, they 

are not personalized in a meaningful way.

NOYES
Sequence email designs are templated and easily customized 
to the prospect, but they generally don’t contain fancy 
graphics or images. The result looks more like a regular email 
and is sent directly from the rep’s inbox to the prospect.

Workflows are used in bulk campaigns and are typically 
strong on design. Add as many graphics, images, and 

media as you feel appropriate.

PERSONALBULK
Use a sequence if your goal is to make one-to-one 
connections, close a hot lead, or  connect directly with 
someone your sales department has already spoken to.

Use a workflow when you want to send to groups or 
lists of contacts; when you want to nurture warm or cool 

leads; to optimize time for your sales reps; to qualify 
leads at any stage of the funnel.

MANUALAUTOMATIC
Sequences require manual enrollment (unless you have 
Enterprise), but contacts are automatically unenrolled in the 
sequence as soon as they take that action. For example, if the 
object is to book a meeting and the lead takes that action, 
they won’t receive any more emails in that sequence.

Workflows are automatically triggered by specific actions 
you set, whether that's a lead downloading a guide or 

interacting with a chatbot.

How is the email triggered?

SALES OR SERVICEMARKETING
Sending via sequence requires at least Sales Hub Pro or 
Service Hub Pro.

You will need Marketing Pro or Enterprise to send 
emails via workflow

VS

Want help getting the most out of HubSpot? Get in touch at digitalreachos.com

How should I choose which to use?

Can the emails be designed and branded?

Can I personalize the email?

Which Hubs do I need to make it happen?


